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For a recent project, Susan was retained to design the
interior of a luxury apartment in The Residences at
The Ritz Carlton New York, Battery Park. The
generously proportioned and gracefully appointed
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The panoramic views brought great joy, but the
sun's rays also brought great trouble with
uncomfortable glare and insidious damage to the floors
and furnishings. The sun had to be tamed to protect the
interior without limiting the all important views, day or
night. As an interior design expert, Susan knew about
solar control window film and promptly chose Vista®
UVShield® Nuance to meet the challenge. When
professionally installed on the interior of the windows,
Vista® Nuance cut the sun’s glare in half and totally
(99.9%) blocked UV rays, the primary cause of the
fading wood floors and furnishings, from entering the
apartment.

With Vista® Window Film on guard, the harbor vistas are
intact 24/7 to the delight of the residents. And the color
and vibrancy of Susan's designs will remain vibrant and
pristine.
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